September 24, 2016: Warm Springs

Enjoy a tour of the historical retreat used by FDR and see the famed Little White House on this day trip. Our experience will be brought to life by a tour guide that is also a professional historian.  Price: $75

October 22, 2016: Okefenokee Swamp

Marvel at the beauty of the swamp, and see a few alligators along the way! This day trip will include a boat tour of the swamp and lunch amidst the famous landscape.  Price: $65

April 21-22, 2017: Amicalola Falls

Get swept away by the peaceful sound of the water gushing over this 729-foot waterfall. This overnight excursion also includes an outing to a gold mine tour in Dahlonega.

May 20, 2017: Providence Canyon & Radium Springs

The deep gullies and far-reaching views will take your breath away as you look out over “The Little Grand Canyon.” We will also stop to see the crystal-clear waters of Radium Springs.

June 23-24, 2017: Stone Mountain

Spectacular beauty and history are found together at Stone Mountain. We will enjoy the laser show that has been delighting audiences for decades and then tour the home of Margaret Mitchell with information by ABAC alumnus Melita Easters.

October 20-21, 2017: Tallulah Gorge

Truly a natural wonder, we will gaze upon the two-mile gorge formed by the Tallulah River that features numerous waterfalls that drop a total of 1,000 feet. This overnight trip will dazzle us with magnificent views of the mountains and beautifully changing foliage.

* 2017 Dates subject to change *

Call us for more information! 229.391.4900
www.abac.edu/travel